COPYRIGHT POLICY
KASHMIR AS IT IS
All rights reserved

All the materials posted in Kashmir As It Is (website / application) including Text, Audio, Video, Photos are all intellectual property as they are owned by the People who have contributed these to us. Many of the articles have been collated after extensive research talking with the community elders and even taking guidance from the renowned priests.

Therefore, Kashmir As It Is, requests the users, that if you would like to use any material from our website, please contact administrator (admin@kashmirasitis.com) to get you in touch with the original contributor of the material and seek permission to use it.

All the contributed material has been duly acknowledged. If Kashmir As It Is has missed on acknowledging someone, that is purely un-intentional.

If anyone, feels that there is some information, that has been mis-interpreted or should not have been provided through this website, please raise your concerns to the administrator, and we will take an appropriate action.

If you have a reason to believe that your work has been copied, please provide all the necessary details which confirms that you are the copyright owner of the material to the administrator.